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We discuss the spectral properties of Schrodinger operators with magnetic fields, 
especially for a spin 4 particle. We are interested in the essential spectrum and the 
discrete spectrum. We classified the spectrum by the asymptotic behavior of the 
magnetic field at infinity. Our main tools are the supersymmetry and the complex 
analysis in several variables. We show that 0 is an eigenvalue with infinite multi- 
plicity under suitable conditions. (c 1991 Academic Press. Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The Schrodinger operators with magnetic fields were studied by many 
authors, see, e.g., the review of Hunziker [8] and references therein. The 
operator is given in the form 
H= t (-J-18;-ai(x) (1.1) 
i= 1 
where di= a/axi, a(x) =Cf=, a,(x) dx’ is a real l-form called a vector 
potential. In addition, the scalar potential is sometimes considered, but in 
this paper we restrict ourselves to the case of no scalar potential. Further 
a 2-form b = da is called a magnetic field. The spectral properties of such 
operators have been investigated extensively, see, e.g., [2] and [4]. 
Further, the above Hamiltonian was discussed in [lo], [11] and [ 141 in 
the connection to the stochastic oscillatory integral. 
On the other hand, we are interested in the spectral properties of 
the Schrodinger operators with magnetic fields for a spin $ particle (so 
preceding operators describe a spinless particle). In the latter case, the 
Schrbdinger operators are defined by 
A= 5 (-JZd,-ai(x))2+ i - q  b,(x) y'y' 
r=l i,j=I 
(1.2) 
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acting on L2(Rd)@Cr where r = 2’, I is the greatest integer that is not 
greater than d/2. Here b = C,<, b,j dx’ A dxJ = da i.e., b, = aiaJ - aja, and 
7”s are r x r Hermitian matrices (so called the Dirac matrices) satisfying 
where the 6”‘s are the Kronecker delta. This means that the yi’s are 
generators of Clifford algebra. We call this operator the Pauli operator or 
the Pauli Hamiltonian. A is also represented as A= D* where D is the 
Dirac operator defined by 
[ID= i; Y’(-&iai-a;(x)). 
t=l 
(1.3) 
This expression is useful in the even dimensional case because of its super- 
symmetric structure which we use in Section 3. 
In this paper, we always assume that a is C”. We investigate the essen- 
tial spectrum and the discrete spectrum. As for these, in the case of the 
2-dimensional spinless Schrijdinger operator, the following are well known: 
(i) if b(x) + 0 as 1x1 + co, then o(H) = aess(H) = [0, co), 
(ii) if b(x) + 1 as 1x1 + co, then cress(H) = { 1, 3, 5, 7, . ..}. 
(iii) if b(x) --+ cc as 1x1 + co, then H has compact resolvent and 
hence the spectrum o(H) is discrete. 
Here b(x) = b(x) dx’ A dx*, identifying a 2-form with a scalar function and 
a(H), d,,,(H) are the spectrum and the essential spectrum of H, respec- 
tively. 
As compared with this, we have for the spin 4 Schrodinger operators as 
follows: 
(i) if b(x) + 0 as 1x1 -+ co, then a(A) = a,,,(@= [0, co) (known, 
e.g., C4IL 
(ii) if b(x) -+ 1 as 1x1 + co, then o,,,(A) = (0, 2, 4, 6, . . . } and 0 is 
isolated, 
(iii) if b(x) -+ co as 1x1 + co, then o(A) is discrete except for 0 and 
0 is an isolated essential spectrum, i.e., an eigenvalue of infinite multiplicity. 
A typical feature in the spin i case is that 0 is an eigenvalue of infinite 
multiplicity unless b(x) goes to 0 as 1x1 + co so rapidly (we give the precise 
condition in Section 3). We also prove that 0 is an eigenvalue of infinite 
multiplicity under suitable condition in the higher even dimensional case. 
To do this, we use the complex analysis of several variables, especially the 
theory of Hiirmander [7]. So we need the complex structure of the base 
space and further we have to assume that the magnetic field b is a dzfferen- 
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tial form of type (1, 1) to use the plurisubharmonicity. This is why our 
proofs work only in the even dimensional case. The odd dimensional case 
is left open and it may be an interesting problem. But (i) and (ii) in the 
spin $ case can be extended to the higher dimensional case. We use the 
supersymmetry in the even dimensional case, but in the odd dimensional 
case, we give a completely different proof. 
The organization of this paper is as follows. In Section 2, we discuss the 
spectrum under the condition that the magnetic field is asymptotically con- 
stant. In Section 3, we realize the Dirac operator on the space of differential 
forms on C” to use the complex analysis. We establish that the space of 
holomorphic functions in a weighted L2-space is the eigenspace for the 
eigenvalue 0. Hence the problem is reduced to investigate the holomorphic 
functions. We extend Hbrmander’s theorem which ensures the existence of 
holomorphic functions in a weighted L2-space. In Section 4, we give some 
examples. 
2. THE CASE OF ASYMPTOTICALLY CONSTANT MAGNETIC FIELDS 
In this section we establish that the existence of the essential spectrum 
assuming that b is bounded and discuss the essential spectrum when b(x) 
is asymptotically constant, i.e., b,(x) -+ A, as 1x1 -+ co for some constant 
matrix A = (,4,). First of all, we recall the gauge invariance of the 
Schrodinger operator. 
Let H be the spinless Schrbdinger operator defined by 
H= i (-flLJj-a,(x))2. 
i= 1 
(2.1) 
Throughout this paper, we assume that the a;s are C”. We take C,“(R”) 
as a domain of H where CF(Rd) is the set of all C” functions on Rd with 
compact supports. Then H is a symmetric operator in L2(Rd) and it is well 
known that H is essentially self-adjoint. We also denote its closure by H. 
We denote H(a) to specify a vector potential a=Cf=‘=, a,dx’. Further let 1 
be the greatest integer that is not greater than d/2 and set r = 2’. Then the 
Dirac operator acting on L2(Rd) 0 C’ is defined by 
D(a)= g ri(-J-rai-a,(x)) 
i= I 
and the Pauli operator is defined by 
R(a)=D(a)*= jJ (-J-raj-a,(x))2+ i - y b,(x) y’y’ 3 (2.3) 
i=l i,j= 1 
(2.2) 
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where the y”s are the Dirac matrices as in Section 1. D(a) and R(a) are 
symmetric opereators in L2(Rd)@Cr with domain CF(Rd)@C’. They are 
both essentially self-adjoint in L2(Rd)@Cr, see, e.g., Chernoff [3]. We 
denote Hilbert inner products and Hilbert norms on L*(R”) or L2(Rd) @ C’ 
by ( ., . ) and I( . /I, respectively. 
Let us proceed to the gauge invariance. If ci = a + dffor somefe Cx(Rd), 
then H(a) and H(G) are unitarily equivalent under the unitary operator Ur; 
U/.g = e-J=g. 
In fact, it holds that H(6) = q,*H(a) U,. This fact is called the gauge 
invariance. The same is true for D(a) and A(a). 
PROPOSITION 2.1. Ifb is bounded, then a,,,(H(u)) # q3 and CT,,,(~~(U)) # qi 
Proof We first prove this for B(u). Take a sequence of disjoint unit 
balls VU,,, with centers { xkJkGN. Define a l-form uck) by 
u”“(x)[e] = s’ tb(t( X-x,,)+x,)[x-x,,,e] dt, e E T,(Rd). (2.4) 
0 
Here we regard x - x, as an element of TX(Rd) by using the isomorphism 
7’,(Rd)zRRd Then it is well known that duck’= b (see [l, Theorem 2.4.17, 
the Poincart lemma]). So we have, for XE B,, i.e., Ix -xkl < 1, 
lu’“‘(x)l <j-i tlb(t(x-xk)+xk)l lx-xkl dt 
where M= sup{ Ib(x)l; x E Rd} < co and 1.1 denotes the norm on the 
Euclidean space and its exterior algebra. Take PE CF(Rd) such that 
supppc {xeRd; 1x1 < 1) and llpll= 1 and set 
(P/r(x) = P(X - x/c). (2.5) 
Since da = da (“), there exists an fk E C”(Rd) such that uck) = u + dfk by the 
Poincare lemma. For any fixed u E C’, with (ul = 1, define 
I+!I~(~) = epJTfk(X)(pk(x)@ v. (2.6) 
Then ll$kll = 1 and {$k) converges to 0 weakly in L2(Rd)@Cr. By noting 
the gauge invariance eflfk D(u) epflh = D(&‘), we have 
II D(a) lClkll = II Wa’9 (Pk 0 4 
and hence 
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Here we used that supp (Pi c B,. By noting (&a) tikr $k) = IID Ic/J2, 
{VG) 1clk, 4h)>k is bounded. Now it is easy to see that a,,,(&~))#$. 
Similarly, we can prove o,,,(H(a)) # c#. [ 
Next we discuss the essential spectrum when the magnetic field b is 
asymptotically constant. So we assume that 
(A.l) bq(x)-+A, as 1x1 -+ co for i,j= 1, . . . . d, 
where /i = (/iv) is a real skew-symmetric matrix. The spectrum differs 
whether 0 is an eigenvalue of n or not. First we consider the case 
(A.2) 0 is an eigenvalue of /i. 
Since n is real skew-symmetric, 
km,?, , . . . . kfi&, 
/i has eigenvalues of the form 
0, . . . . 0 where 1,) . . . . 2, E R. Without loss of 
generality, we can take Li>O. Then we have 
THEOREM 2.2. 
*t/-l&’ 0, . . . . 
Assume the conditions (A.l), (A.2) and let +fill, . . . . 
0 (ni > 0) be eigenvulues of A. Then 
o,,,(H(u))= [A, + ... +A,, a) 
and 
4m4) = %um) = co, 00). 
Proof: First we prove that o,,,(H(u)) 1 [Ai + ... + A,, co). We use the 
Weyl criterion in a slightly strengthened version (see, e.g., the proof of 
Theorem 6.1 of [4]): Suppose A is self-adjoint and A 2 0. If there exists an 
orthonormal sequence {$k}kGN such that II(A + l)-‘(A -cl)tJkl/ + 0 as 
k + co, then c( E aess(A). 
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Let us construct such a sequence { Iclk} c L’(Rd). By an orthogonal 
transformation, we may assume that A is of the form 
A= 0 4 
-I, 0 
0 
Then b can be decomposed as 
b(x) = c b,(x) dx’ A dx’ 
icj 
= 1 (b,(x) - Ali) dx’ A dxi+ 1 A, dx’ A dx’ 
i<J i<j 
= c (by(x)-A,)dx’r\ dx’+;c,dx’ A dx2+ ... +E.,~x~‘~~ A dx2’ 
icj 
=: K(x) + d&x), 
where 
0(x)=$,(x’dx2-x’dx’)+ ... ++A,(~~‘~‘dx~~-x~~dx~~-~). (2.7) 
0 is a vector potential for a constant magnetic field. We decompose Rd as 
Rd = R2’ x Rd-2’ where R2’ and RdP 2’ stand for the first 21-components and 
the remainders, respectively. We write x E Rd as x = (u, II), u E R”, u E RdP 2’. 
Since IK(x)l -+ 0 as 1x1 + 30 we can take a sequence {uL}pEN E Rd-2’ such 
that for any k E N 
where S, is a strip defined by 
Sk=R2’x {D; Iu-uuk( <k}. 
Set xk = (0, uk) and define a l-form aCk) by 
a’“‘(x)[e] = ji tK(t(x - xk) + xJ[x- xk, e] dt, e E Tx(Rd). 
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Thus we get da @)=Kand for x=(u,u)~S, 
ldk)(x)l <I: tlK(t(x-x,)+x,)1 Ix-xkl dt 
Qk-*(lul+ lu-u/J) 
<k-‘(I24 + 1). (2.8) 
Set 
h(u)=b, &exp { -$(ui)2]. 
Now take PE CF(Rdd2’) such that supppc {a; IuI < l} and llpll = 1. 
Define (POE C,“(Rdp2’) by 
On the other hand, note that d(ack) + 0) = da. Hence, by using the Poincare 
lemma, there exists anfk E Ccc(Rd) so that ack) + 8 = a + dfk. Then take any 
aERdp2’ and set, for x=(u, u)=(u’, . . . . u*‘, u”+‘, . . . . ud)~Rd=R2’xRd-” 
Here . stands for the Euclidean inner product in R’. Then by the gauge 
invariance H(ack’ + 19) = ~0~ H(a) e ~ flfk, we have 
where A = A, + ... + A,. Let us denote H(a(“) + 0) by 
H(ack’+8)=(-&iV-a’k’-8)~(-&iV-a’k’-8). 
In this notation, 
H(a(k’+8)=(-&iV-a’k’-0)~(-J--lV-8) 
+ (J-1 V + ack) + 0) . ack) 
=(-~V-tl)-(-,/-1V-8)+,/--1a’k’.V+a’~).e 
+ (J-r V + ack) + 0) . a@) 
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and we have 
{(-&iv-e).(-Jzv-e)-n-a2}h(u)cpk(u)e--~ 
=( i {( -JTii2jp,+p)( -~d2j~,+p) 
J=l 
+ -fi,32j-~u2J~~’ 
( 
)( -Jx2,-~u2~-~)j 
- t ai-i.-a’)h(u)~k(“)e-~^.’ 
k=2/+1 
/ 
= 
4 j=l 
-a:j~,-~liU2~~2,-I+~(U2j)l-li 
-at+~~ju2j~1a2j+Y(u2j-1)2 h(u)cpk(~)e-flu.u 
Hence we obtain 
II (H(a ‘k’+d)+ 1)P1(H(a’k’+8)-E.- I~l’)h(u)cp,(~)e~JTT~-‘ll 
B llhll lld~,ll + 211h11 Id IIv&ll 
+ Ildk”v(hqke -J=q + Ildk’. e(hfp,)ll 
+ II(H(a’k’ + 0) + I)-‘(- v + dk’+ e)ll y~L~~R~~~cr~ Ildk’h~,II 
<k-211dpll +2lal k-‘I,VplI + Ildk’Vh~,(l 
+ IW (k’ mpkII + lIhCJJkdk’. cl11 + IlUck’. o(h$Q)ll 
where I( . /I PcL2cRdJ B crj is the operator norm on L2(Rd) @ C’. It is easy to see 
that ( H(dk) + f?) + 1) ~’ (J-1 V + uck) + 0) is a bounded operator on 
L2(Rd) @ C’. Further, by noting 
la’“‘(x)l <k-1( IL41 + 1) for x= (u, u)ESkr 
IVh(u)l<+ Jz.4 h(u), 
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where A,,, = max { Aj}, we have 
Jjdk) .vhqkll <Jg Il(l4 + lMbkll=~ Il(lul + l)l44 
Ilh@‘%J,ll bk-211(lul + l)hll IIVPIIT 
Ilhw+k’ .dI Q-%4 Il(bl + l)M, 
Ituck) ’ 8@qk)ll +y Il(l4 + lMhll, 
Ib’k’hdl +-‘Ii(l”l + l)hl,, 
Thus we obtain 
hm II(H(a) + l))‘(H(a)-A- l~12)+kll =O 
k-m 
as desired. Since CI is arbitrary, we have [A, + . . . + ;1,, GO) G a,,,(H(a)). 
Next we show the converse a,,,(H(a)) c [A, + . . . + A,, co ) and prove 
a,,,(&~)) = [0, co) at the same time. Note that 
R(u)=H(u)+ 1 d J-$ bij(x) #$ 
i, j = 1 
=H(u)+ i K,(x)#+ t fi;jj$--Ili2j, 
i,j= I ,=I 
where 
K,(I)=e (b,(X)-A,). 
But [K(x)1 -+ 0 as 1x1 --) co, C&=, K,(x) y’yj is H(a)-compact, and hence 
H(U) - cj=, J-1 Ajya- ‘ya-compact. By the Weyl theorem 
Gssu%)) = gess 
( 
N(u) - f: J-r ;l/y”- ‘y” , 
j= 1 > 
Let V(sl, . . . . E,) (.sr, . . . . E, = f 1) be the set of ail u E C’ such that 
fly”-‘y”V = E/V. 
Then, since fi y ‘y*, . . . . fl y2’- ’ 2’ y are commutative, it holds that 
C’= $ V(E,) . . . . 8,). 
E I,..., c,= +I 
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Further each V(/(E~, .. . . Ed) has the same dimension because 
y2j: V(E,, . ..) Ej, . ..) El)+ V(E], . ..) -Ej, . ..) E,) 
is a homeomorphism. Thus 
H(a) - i fl ;ljy2’- ‘y” 1 L2(Rd) @ V(E~, . . . . E,) = H(a) - i &,lj, 
,= 1 > j= 1 
where (H(a) -Cl=, fi ljiy2jP ’ ‘j y ) r L2(Rd) 0 V(E,, . . . . E[) is the restric- 
tion of H(a) - Cl=, J-1 A,$-~ ’ 2i y to the subspace L2(Rd) @ V(E~, . . . . cl). 
Hence we have 
” ( 
rJ ess H(a)- i Ej;l, 
> 
= fJ,,,m4) c I% 00 ). (2.11) 
E ,..... E, ,= I 
By taking E, = ... =E/= 1, we obtain a,,,(H(u))~ [,I, + ... +A,, co). Thus 
we have a,,,(H(u))= [A, + .. +A[, co). By using (2.11) again we get 
a,,,(&~)) = [0, co) as desired. u 
The above theorem includes the case of n = 0 as a special case. We state 
it as a corollary. 
COROLLARY 2.3. Zf lb(x)1 -+O us 1x1 + co, then 
~e,s(W~)) = d&4) = CO, ~0 ). 
Next we discuss the case that 0 is not an eigenvalue of A. So we assume 
(A.3) 0 is not an eigenvalue of A. 
Since ,4 is real skew-symmetric, (A.3) necessarily implies that the dimen- 
sion d is even, say d = 2n. To consider this case, the supersymmetric struc- 
ture is very powerful. So let us review the supersymmetry. 
Set 
(2.12) 
Then T is an idempotent Hermitian matrix. Hence eigenvalues of r are + 1 
and - 1. Let S, and S be eigenspaces for eigenvalues + 1 and - 1, 
respectively. Set 
SF& = L2(Rd) 0 S, . 
Then, by noting y’z = - zy’, i = 1, . . . . d, D(u) maps X+ into K and X 
into Y?+ . Define ( - 1)” by 
on &+ 
on X 
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then the system (&a), (- l)F, D(a)) has supersymmetry, i.e., 
A(a) = D(a)‘, (2.13) 
{(-l)‘}‘=id, (2.14) 
[D(a),(-l)F]+ :=D(a)(-l)“+(-l)Wqa)=O. (2.15) 
This supersymmetry implies that fi(u)T;X+ and A(u) tK have the same 
spectrum except for 0 (see [4, Theorem 6.31). 
In the 2-dimensional case, Iwatsuka [9] decided the essential spectrum. 
Following his idea, we generalize his result to higher dimensional cases. 
THEOREM 2.4. We suppose (A.l) and (A.3). Let ?flAI ,..., 
f J-1 A, (A, > 0) be eigenvulues of A. Then it holds that 
and 
i (2kj+l)Aj;kjEz+ 
j= I 
where Z + = (0, 1, 2, . ..}. Moreover 0 is an isolated point spectrum of A(u). 
ProoJ: By an orthogonal transformation, we may assume that n is of 
the form 
Hence we have 
A(u)=H(u)+ c - d q b,(x) fy’ 
i, j  = I 
y.Fl 
=H(u)+ 1 -A,(x)y’y’+ 1 - 
i.j=l 2 
d y(bo(x)-A..)?$/ v 
i, j  = 1 
=H(u)+ i JTA;y”-‘y2’+ 5 Ki,j(x)yiy’, 
,=I i, j  = 1 
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where 
Set 
K(x) = i K,,(x) fy’. 
i,/= I 
Since [K(x)/ -+O as 1x1 -+ co, K is H(a) -x7= I J-1 Aiy2’+ ‘y”-compact. 
By the Weyl theorem, we have 
dm4 t x* 1 = (Tess H(u)+ i Jz13.p ly2’ . (2.16) 
i= 1 
On the other hand, by using the supersymmetry, it holds that 
~,,,(&4 t x+ )\{O) = %sm) t Jf- )\{Ol. (2.17) 
Thus we have 
By a similar argument as in the proof of Theorem 2.2, we can obtain the 
direct sum decomposition: 
C’= Q V&l 2 ‘..> En). 
E,,...,E”= +I 
Further, by noting that z = fl y ‘y’. . . J-1 y2” ‘y2n we have 
The restriction of H(a) + I;=, J-r Aiy2iP’y2i to V(E,, . . . . E,) is 
H(a) + C;= r .siAi. Then we easily obtain 
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and hence 
u aess H(U)+ i EjAi 
>\ 
(0) 
E,...&,=l i=l 
= U aess 
( 
H(U)+ i Eili {O}. (2.18) 
c,...e.= -I i= 1 
This i’mplies that a,,,(H(a))= {x7=, (2ki+ l)&; ki~Z,}. The rest is 
devoted to prove this. 
We note that a,,,(H(a)) #q4 by Proposition 2.1. Since a,,,(@a))s 
[0, co), we have a,,,(H(a)+Cy=, E;A;)E [0, 00). By choosing .zj= -1 for 
all i, we have a,,,(H(u))s [A, + ... + I,, co). Set i = inf a&H(a)). If 
ll>rl,+ . ..I., then 
A-1,- ... -;l,Eaess 
( 
H(U)- i hj (0) 
i= 1 1’; 
and hence 
A-Al- “’ -AnEaess 
( 
H(U)+ i EilZi (0) 
i= I )\ 
for some ei such that (Ed, . . . . E,) # (- 1, . . . . - 1) which contradicts 
Thus inf a,,,(H(u)) = A1 + . . . + ,I,. Now it is not hard to show that 
a,,,(H(u))= {Cy=,(2ki+ l)lj;kj~Z+}. By noting that 
a,,,(ff(a)) = U aess H(u)+ i Ejl 
E, .  ..E”= *I ( i=l > 
we have 
. 
Moreover by (2.16), (2.17), and (2.18), 0 belongs to one of a,,,(A(u) t X+) 
or a,,,(H(a) t X- ). By the way, the supersymmetry implies 
a(~(u)t~+)\(O)=a(~(u)t~-)\(0). 
Now it is easy to see that 0 is an isolated point spectrum of A(u). 1 
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Remark. Theorems 2.2 and 2.4 can be proved by using the result of 
Helffer and Mohamed [5]. But the additional assumption on derivatives of 
b is imposed. 
The supersymmetry is a powerful method. We give here a remark that 
we can know the spectrum of D(a) if we know the spectrum of A(a). To 
see this, we consider a slightly general situation. For any m 2 0, set 
D(a), = D(a) + mz, 
where r is defined by (2.12). Then we have 
PROPOSITION 2.5. The spectrum of D(a), is given by 
o(D(a),)= {p;p=JXGfor AEo(A(a)TX+)} 
u {p;p= -JLFZfor ;1Ea(iT(a)tX)} 
and the essential spectrum is given by 
Proof. By noting that ry’= - yit for i = 1, . . . . 2n, we have 
(D(a),)2 = D(a)2 + m2T2 = A(a) + m2. 
Thus it is evident that for any p E a( D(a)) (resp. gess( D(a))), 
p2 - m2 E o(A(a)) (rev. a,,,(&a))). 
But the sign of p can not be specified. We show that both signs are 
possible. Let i > 0 be an eigenvalue of A(a) t X+ and $ be a corresponding 
eigenfunction. Then, by noting r$ = $, tD(a)$ = - D(a)$, we have 
Wa),(W + CJm - m) Wa)ll/) 
=D(a)lZ$+(JZC7-m)D(a)2$+m;l$ 
-m(JZGF-m) lD(a)$ 
=~(J~TG2-m)~+ml~+(A-m(JI1+;;;Z-m))D(a)$ 
=JIG21$+ {($G2+m)(JZG2--m) 
-m(JZL-m)} D(a)$ 
=$T2A*+~~(J~-m)D(a)* 
= JZ2 (111) + (JIG2 - m) D(a) II/). 
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Hence All/ + (dm - m) D(a)$ is an eigenfunction for JZJ7. 
Similarly we have that if A is an eigenvalue of A(a)? YE- and Ic/ is an 
eigenfunction, then A$ - (dm- m) D(a)$ is an eigenfunction for 
-&G7. 
Next let II/ ~Ker(fl(a)f X+). Then we have D(a)+ =0 because 
IIWM12= (WUM ww=mM $1. 
Hence IEJ(u),$ = mt+b, i.e., II/ is an eigenfunction for the eigenvalue m. 
Similarly + E Ker(A(u) 7 YE ) is an eigenfunction of [[D(u), for the eigen- 
value -m. 
Now if ;1 E o(R(u) t X+), 2 > 0 then there exists a sequence { $k} E X+ 
such that llll/kll = 1 and (if(~)-A)$~ + 0 as k+O. We have 
Finally, by noting that tjk I D(u)+,, we have 
and hence Jm E a( D(u)). If in addition, ek -+ 0 weakly, then it is easy 
to see that A$, + (,/m-m) ll3(u)ll/, + 0 weakly since { D(~)ll/~} is 
bounded. So A. E ~,,,(&a) t <+ ) implies Jm E cress( D(u)). 
In case of A = 0, i.e., 0 E o(H(u) t X+ ), there exists a sequence {II/,} E X+ 
such that ljlc/kll = 1 and R(u)$~ + 0. Then lllE~(u)$~11* = (@a)$,, $k) + 0 
and hence (D(u), -m)t+bk + 0. 1 
3. THE GROUND STATE IN THE EVEN DIMENSIONAL CASE 
In this section, we establish that 0 is an eigenvalue of A(u) with infinite 
multiplicity under suitable condition specifying in the even dimensional 
case. To do this, we realize the Dirac operator on the space of differential 
forms. We assume that the dimension d is even: d= 2n and identify Rd with 
C” to use the complex structure. From now on, we consider on the space 
C”. Then it is well known (see, e.g., Hitchin [6]) that the spinor bundle is 
related to the vector bundle of complex differential forms and hence the 
Dirac operator is realized on the space of complex differential forms as 
follows. 
For z = (z’, . . . . z”) E C”, we write zi = x’ + J-1 y’, xi, y’ E R and as usual 
we define tangent and cotangent vectors by 
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a i a ;=- -- 
( aZl 2 axi P-) 
1 a 
ay* ’ 
ati-: (j!Ji+ n&i)> 
dz’= dx’ + J-r dy’, 
d2 = dx’ - J-1 dy’. 
We denote a space of all (p, q)-type differential forms by A”*“( T*C”). Any 
element o E A”,“( T*C”) is represented as 
w = c w,7dzr A dZJ, 
I, J 
whereZ=(l<i,< . . . <i,<n}, .I= (1 <j, < ... <j,dn), and 
&=dz” ,y . . . A dzip 3 
&J = &J’ /, . /, &&. 
Further complex exterior differential 8 is defined by 
,=,,~-d2~dzr~d5J. 
We shall give a different expression of 8 for later use. First we define 
ext( d?) by 
ext(d?)o = d2’ A w. (3.1) 
Here we regard ext(d9) as an operator not on the space of differential 
forms but on the exterior algebra A’,*(C”)* where 
Now 8 can be expressed as 
a= i ext(di’)-$. 
i= 1 
(3.2) 
Let int(dz’) be the adjoint operator of ext(d?‘). Then, for I= (i, < . . < ip} 
int(dz’) dF’= 0, i # i, for all k A 
(-l)k-l&il,y . . . ,.,&‘kA . . . A&ip, i = i, for some k, 
(3.3) 
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where @ means that dTik is removed. We regard 8 as an operator in the 
Hilbert space L’(A’,*(T*C)), the space of all square integrable sections 
with respect to the Lebesgue measure on C”. The adjoint operator 6* of 8 
is represented by 
On the other hand, it holds that 
L*(/j”,*( T*(Y)) = L2(C”) @A”,*(Cn)*. (3.5) 
We can take A’,*(C)* as a representation space of Dirac matrices 
(Clifford algebra). To see this we note the following well known canonical 
anti-communtation relations 
[ext(dz’), ext(dzj)] + = [int(dz’), int(dzj)] + = 0 (3.6) 
[ext(d?), int(dz’)] + = 6”, (3.7) 
where [ ., .] + is the anti-commutator. Define 
Y *j-l = fi(ext(d5’) - int(dz’)) (3.8) 
y2’ = - (ext(d?) + int(dz’)). (3.9) 
Then, by noting (3.6) and (3.7), we have 
ryi, +I + = 6” 
which is the fundamental relation (1.3) of Clifford algebra. 
Next we realize the Dirac operator (2.2) in L2(C”)@/\0~*(Cn)*. Take 
any WE C”(C” + R). Define 6, in L*(C”)@ A’,*(C)* by 
a,= a+ ext(8W) 
=i, ext(dTi) (&+$-$). 
The adjoint operator is given by 
8% = 8* + int(8 W) 
= i int(dz’)( -$+q. 
i= 1 
(3.10) 
(3.11) 
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Here the vector potential a is given by 
a= i 
i= 1 ( 
-“wd.d+f$dY 
ayi > 
=J-r(a-a)w. 
Thus the Dirac operator is realized as an operator on differential forms. 
But the vector potential has limitation. In fact, by using d= 8 + a and 
8+ &? = 0, the magnetic field is given by 
Hence the magnetic field b is necessarily of type (1, 1). So we assume that 
(A.4) b is of type ( 1, 1). 
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We remark that in the 2-dimensional case, any 2-form is always of 
type (1, 1) and hence (A.4) always holds. If we assume (A.4), we can find 
WE P(C ” -+ R) such that b = 2 ,/-r 8W (see [ 15, Lemma 11.2.151). In 
the local coordinate, b can be expressed as 
b(z)=2fl i =(z)dzhd?. 
,,,=, azias 
Let T(Z) be the trace of (4(a* W/a2 &i)(z))+ i.e., 
(3.12) 
(3.13) 
The following proposition is well known in the 2-dimensional case. 
PROPOSITION 3.1. Assume that (A.4) holds and set T, =l&,,,, T(z). 
Then a,,,(H(a))r CT,, co). In particular, if T, = co, then H(a) has a 
discrete spectrum. 
Proof. First we rewrite B(a) by using ext(d?), int(dz’). 
A(a) = D(a)’ 
= 4(8, + a*,)’ 
x{ext(dFj)($+!$)+int(di’)(-&+$)} 
=4 i 
i,j=l 
ext(di’)ext(dFj)(~+~(&+~ 
+ext(d?)int(dzj) ($+$$)( -&+g 
+int(dz’)ext(dFj)( -$+3($+$$ 
+int(dz’)int(dzj)( -$+$)( -$+g} 
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=4 i 
i 
ext(&‘) ext(&‘) 
i,j= 1 
( 
a2 awa aw a a2w awa 
x m+-.1 az/ a2 a2 azl a21 azJ +--+-.+az’dZ’ 7 
+ ext( cl?‘) int( dzj) 
( 
a2 awa aw a a2w awa X -- a~iazj+~~-a-‘~+a~iazi +aZ’g 
7 
+ int(dz’) ext(&?) 
X 
( 
a2 awa aw a a2w awa --,---+--- 
azi a9 a$ azi a# afl azi aTj + 2 2 7 
+ int(dz’) int(dz’) 
( 
a2 awa aw a a2w awa ------T-.7- 
x azi azj azj aZI aZ* aZI aZl azi +aZ’azj 71 
= 4 i ext(&‘) int(dzj) 
r,j= 1 i 
awa aw a 
+ int(dz’) ext(&) 
a2 aw a awa 
X 
[ext(&), int(dzj)] + 
,,‘=I 
a2 awa aw a awa X 
+ (ext(&) int(dz’) - int(dz’) ext(&)) m 
a2 aw a aw a 
--+aZ’aZ’-aZ’aZ’+-p$ 
+ 4 i 
i,j= 1 
(ext(d?) int(dzj) - int(dzj) ext(&)) g 
= H(a) + 4 i 
i.j= 1 
(ext(dF’) int(dz’) - int(dz’) ext(d3)) 2. 
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By this expression, L’(C) @ //‘,‘(C’)* = L*(C) is invariant under the 
action of &a). Restricting to the subspace L2(C”), we have 
I?(o)TL2(Cn)=H(u)-4i$, $=H(u)- T. 
Since &a) 2 0, it holds that 
So the rest is a standard argument. For any c < T,, 
H(a)-c3T-camin{T,c}-c. 
But min{ T, c} - c is (H(u) - c)-compact because min{ T, c} - c has a 
compact support. Hence, by the Weyl lemma, 
a,,,(H(u) -c) = a,,,(H(u)) - c- (mini T, c} - c)) 
E [O, Go). 
Therefore a,,,(H(u)) E [c, cc). By letting c -+ T,, we obtain a desired 
result. 1 
By the above proposition, if T(z) -+ cc as JzI + cc, the spectrum of H(u) 
is discrete. On the contrary, this is not true for A(u). In fact, we can show 
that 0 is an eigenvalue with infinite multiplicity. To show this, we give 
another characterization of eigenfunctions for the eigenvalue 0. For 
simplicity we denote the Lebesgue measure by m(dz): 
m(dz) = dx’ dy’ . . . dx” dy”. (3.14) 
We shall replace the basic measure m by e-2wm. So we consider the 
Hilbert space L*(C”; e~2Wm)@~o~*(C”)*. Then the mapping U defined by 
Uo=eWo (3.15) 
is a unitary operator from L2(C”)@Ao~*(C”)* onto L*(C”; e-2wm)@ 
A’,*(C”)*. Further by noting 
eW8,(eCWco)= -ext(~7lV)o+&0+ext(f?lV)o=Jo, 
we have 
qa, + a*,) u* = a+ a*. (3.16) 
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Here 8* in the right hand side is the adjoint operator of 8 with respect to 
the measure eP2wm. Set I?(a) = Ufi(a) U*. Then it holds that 
(A(a)o, 0) = 4 
s 
( l&o(z)12 + 18*o(z)12) e-2w’=‘m(dz). (3.17) c” 
Since A”%“(T*C) is invariant under the action of I?(a), I?(a) can be 
restricted to A”~“(T*C”). Hence for f E A”~o(T*Cn), i.e., f is a scalar 
function, we have 
(Ei(a),~ f) = 4 jcn /8f(z)I’ e~2w”‘m(dz). 
Thus I?(a) f = 0 if and only if 8f = 0; i.e., f is a holomorphic function. 
Now our problem is reduced to investigate holomorphic functions in 
L2(C”; e-‘“m). More precisely, set 
dw= {f EL2(Cn; e -‘“m); f is holomorphic on C}. 
Then our interest is to know whether dim dW is finite or infinite. 
Fortunately, such a problem was discussed by Hiirmander [7] under the 
condition that W is plurisubharmonic, i.e., (a’ W/azi Si), is non-negative 
definite. To use Hbrmander’s theorem, we prepare a lemma for a 
plurisubharmonic function. 
LEMMA 3.2. For any 5 E C” and any k > 0, define 
g(z) = log( 1 + klz - 51’). 
Then it holds that 
k n 
(1 +k1z-512)2 
lw126 1 w’w’ 
i,j= I 
&b)“l+k;pc,2 lw12. (3.19) 
Proof. By an easy computation, we have 
k2(2’ - c)@’ - 5’) 
&(‘)= - (1+klz-c12)2 + 1 +;62’:(,’ 
k 
=(l +k(z-<12)2 
((1 +klz-~~2)d”-k(5i-g’)(zi-~-‘)). 
Hence 
i ww-&.(z)=(l +k,;pT1212 {(~+~1~-~12~1~12-~1~~~~--5)12~~ 
i, ., = I 
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Then we obtain 
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k 
(1 +klz-(I*)* 
{~~+~1~-512~1~12-~1~121~-512} 
6 i wiwj 
i,j= I 
&(‘)Bl+k;&42 
which is a desired inequality. 1 
Note that (a* W/azi &j)ij is a Hermitian matrix but we do not assume 
that it is non-negative definite. Let p(z) be the least eigenvalue of 
(2(a*W/& Zj)),. We denote the set of all holomorphic functions on C” 
endowed with the compact uniform topology by 0(C”). Then we have; 
LEMMA 3.3. Assume that 
lim p(z)>O. (3.20) 
I4 + cc 
Then ~2~ is dense in 0( C”) and hence dim dw = co. 
Proof: Take E >O so that E <h,,, -m p(z), then p(z) - E is the least 
eigenvalue of ((a2/azi a?)( W(z) - (E/~)~z~‘)) and by the assumption, the set 
{z; p(z) - E d 0} is compact. Using Lemma 3.2, it holds that 
i 
wi& &log(l+ lz12)3 
1 
i,j= 1 
(1 + lzl’)’ lwl*. 
The right hand side of (3.21) is uniformly positive on the compact set 
{z; p(z) - E GO}. For any N> 0, set 
q=2w-; Izl2+Nlog(l+ lzl’). 
Then by choosing N large enough, cp can be a plurisubharmonic function. 
Now set 
d = f; f is holomorphic on C” and there exists KE N so that 
I If(z e- @)(l + lz12)pKm(dz)< co . C” 
Then, by Hiirmander’s theorem [7, Theorem 4.4.41, d is dense in 0(P). 
So it is enough to show that b E ZI!~. To show this, take f E d. Then, 
there exists KE N so that 
s 
If(z e- e(Z)(l + lz12)pKm(dz)< co. 
C!” 
Y3O/lOl:2-4 
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Hence 
s If(z e -2w(“m(dz) C” 
= s c” If( 2e-Vp(Z)(1 + I~l’)~~(l+ ~z~2)K+Ne~E”“‘2m(dz) 
< co. 
because (1 + IzI’)~+~ ePElrlZ’2 is bounded. Hence f~ dw. Thus we have 
d G ~4~ as desired. 1 
The condition (3.20) is too strong to guarantee that dim &‘,= co. We 
shall show that dim J&,= co under weaker condition. 
LEMMA 3.4. Assume that 
,;t’ym IA2 CL(z) = a, (3.22) 
then dim ~4~ = co. 
Proof Take XE CT(V) so that O<xb 1 and 
x(z)= :, 
{ 
for IzI<i 
for IzI > 3. 
Set 
II/ = 2w+ q(z) loglzl2. 
(3.23) 
Since $ is singular at z = 0, we consider on the space X= C”\{O}. Note 
that 
i .. w’@$-&loglz12= i 
wiwi (SV - Z’zj) 
i,j= 1 i, j = I IA4 
= Iw12- l(z, WI2 
IA4 
2 1 - b12 
3 I4 lz\4 . 
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Hence ( (a2$/8zi Zj)(z)), is bounded from below as Hermitian matrices; 
i.e., there exists K> 0 so that 
i 
w;wj a** 
i,j=l 
dz’w -m42 
and further ((a’ll//az’ &j)(z)), is strictly positive definite for large z. 
On the other hand, by Lemma 3.2, it holds that for g(z) = 
log( 1 +%KIz - <I*), 
i 
i.j= 1 
wilyi& (z) a (1 + ,;;- 512)2 lw12. 
Hence, for 1.z - 51 < l/m 
i 
*,/= 1 
IY'V'&(Z)>~K,W,~. 
Then there exist finite points r r, . . . . 4, E C” so that 
G(z) := 2W(z) + l((z) 1og,z,* + i g,(z) 
Or=1 
is strictly plurisubharmonic where 
g,(z) = log( 1 + 8Klz - r,, '). 
Let x(z) be the least eigenvalue of (a24/azi aZj)(z))V then by the assump- 
tion (3.22) we have 
lim lz12 X(z) = co. 
li( - co 
Therefore for any NE N, there exists R > 0 so that for IzI > R, it holds that 
X(z)3 
N+L+l 
lz12 . 
Here we emphasize that N can be chosen arbitrary. This fact is crucial 
to show that dim dW= a3. Since {z; IzI <R) is compact, 1, :=inf{X(z); 
IzI QR} >O. Set T 
A0 
IC=2(N+L) 
and 
q(z) := 2w(z) +x(z) log,z,* + i g,(z) - (N+ L) log( 1 + KIZI*). (3.24) 
a=1 
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Then, by Lemma 3.2 
By the way, it holds that for IzI <R, 
and for IzI > R, 
X(z)-(N+L)K> N+L+l N+L 1 
1 +KlZ12 ' 1Z12 
--=- 
lz12 IA2 
Thus, cp is strictly plurisubharmonic. Remember that q is singular at z = 0 
and 
e -cd4 
-j+ as IzI -0 (3.25) 
for some positive constant c > 0. Further, set 
q(Z)=2w(Z)+ i g,(Z)-(N+L)lOg(l +KIZj2) 
r=l 
= cp(z) - x(z) hlz12. (3.26) 
We establish that there exists a non-trivial holomorphic function f so 
that 
I If( e -wrz(dz) < co. C” 
To show this, we introduce a Kghler metric da2 on X defined by 
da2=2 i g,dz’dF’, 
t.j=l 
where 
g,=+-6 & (x(z) log( -lo&l )). 
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Here 6 is a positive constant. By choosing 6 to be small, the positivity of 
do2 is conserved. Moreover the completeness can be easily seen if we 
remember the well known fact that 
-&-log(-log,z,)dzd,” 
is a complete Kahler metric on (z E C; 0 < IzI < 1 }. 
Now define 
n, p) forms u on X such that 
I X 
where 1.1 d and du, stand for the norm and the volume form defined from 
the metric do2. Define an (n, 0) form u1 by 
q(z) = x(z) dz’ A . . . A dz”, 
where x is defined by (3.23) and set 
?I, =&,. 
The support of u1 is compact and contained in X since x is constant on a 
neighborhood of 0. Hence or E L,,(X, da2, e-“) and &, = 0. Now by 
L2-vanishing theorem on a complete Kiihler manifold (see Ohsawa [ 13]), 
there exists 
u2 =f2 dz’ A ... A dznc L&,(X, da2, ec’+) 
so that 
au2=u, (=&,) on X. 
Notice that for (n, 0) forms, L&, (X, da’, ePV) does not depend on the 
metric da2 and hence 
where dsa is the Euclidean metric on C”. Therefore we have 
f2 E L2(X, epqrn) and 
af,=& on X. 
Since & =0 on D := {z~ C”; IzI < l/2}, f2 is holomorphic on D\{O}. By 
noting (3.25), we have f2 E L’(D\ {0}, m) and hence f2 has a holomorphic 
extension to D. By using 
I 
1 
- m(dz) = 00, 
/zI < l/2 IZI 2n 
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we havef,(O) =0 from (3.25) and f2EL2(X, ePqm). Set f =x--f*. Then f 
is holomorphic on C”. On the other hand, by noting (3.26) we have q > ~0 
and hence 
L*(C”; e-“m) 2 L’(C”; ePqrn). 
Further, it is easy to see that XE L*(C”; ePvm). Thus we have 
f E L*(C”; ePqm) and f(0) = x(O) - f*(O) = 1 #O. 
Now we return to the space L*(C”; eP2”m). Recall that 
q(z)=2W(z)+ i g,(z)-(N+L)log(l+Klz12). 
a=1 
The above satisfies 
s 
If(z)l’(l + [~1*)~e~*~~“rn(dz) 
C” 
= I c” lf(z)12(1 + Iz12Y 
x exp 
1 
-q(z)+ i g,(z)-(N+L)log(l +ic(zl*) m(dz) 
Or=1 I 
= 
s 
c” If(z ePtlci) 
~(1 +Jz)*)~ MfJ, (l+Klz-i,i:)}/(l +4z12YfLm(dz) 
i 
c~((l+lzl*Y{ fjl (1 +Klz-jL~12~j/(l +iilzl*~“+LI( 
a 
x i c” If( * eCq(“m(dz) 
< 00. 
Hence, for any polynomial p with degree less than N, fpE 0(C) and 
fpe L*(C”; e-2wm), i.e., fpE ZZJ’~. Since N is arbitrary, we obtain 
dim dW = cc as desired. 1 
In conclusion we have the following main theorem. 
THEOREM 3.5. Assume that (A.4) holds and b is of the form 
b=fl i Bq(z)dzir\ d5’. 
i.J=l 
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Let p(z) be the least eigenvalue of (BY (z)). Assume further 
lim (z(*p(z) = (;o. 
/iI - 00 
Then 0 is an eigenvalue of !?(a) with infinite multiplicity. 
4. EXAMPLES 
We shall give two examples in this section, First of all, we discuss the 
2-dimensional case. 
EXAMPLE 4.1. Let a = (aI, az) be a vector potential and b = ala2 - d,a, 
be a magnetic field. In this case the Dirac operator is defined by 
D=c7’(-&i~,-al(x))+(r2(-Ji~2-az(x)), 
where a1 and 0’ are the Pauli matrices 
The Pauli Hamiltonian is of the form 
&a)=(--&id,-a,(.x))*+(-fid2-a*(x))*-0’6 
= H(a) - a3b, 
where 
Then, as was stated in Section 1, the following hold: 
(i) if b(x) + 0 as 1x1 -+ co, then o(A) = o,,,(A) = [0, co), 
(ii) if b(x)-+ 1 as 1x1 + co, then a,,,(@= (0, 2, 4, 6, . ..} and 0 is 
isolated, 
(iii) if b(x) + cc as 1x1 -+ co, then o(A) is discrete except for 0 and 
0 is an isolated essential spectrum, i.e., an eigenvalue of infinite multiplicity. 
Proof: Part (i) is well known (or Corollary 2.3). Part (ii) is proved in 
Theorem 2.4. To prove (iii), we first note that H(a) + b has a compact 
resolvent. By the supersymmetry, H(a)- b has the same spectrum as 
H(a) + b except for 0. But 0 is a point spectrum with infinite multiplicity 
of R(a) and hence of H(a)- b by Theorem 3.5. This completes the 
proof. 1 
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The higher dimensional case is rather difficult. We make a brief remark 
in the 4-dimensional case. 
EXAMPLE 4.2. We consider two 2-dimensional Pauli Hamiltonians 
A(a), fi(ci). Let b and 6 be corresponding magnetic fields. Assume that 
b(x), 6(x) -+ co as 1x1 + co. Define the 4-dimensional vector potential A by 
A(x’, x2, x3, x4) = (a,(x’, x2), a,(x’, x2), &,(x3, x4), 6,(x3, x4)). 
Let { & < 1, < 1, < . . . } be point spectra of @a). lo has infinite multi- 
plicity but S, j = 1, 2, . . . . have finite multiplicity. Similarly, let 
(& < 1, < 2, < ... } be point spectra of R(6). Let us consider the 
4-dimensional Pauli Hamiltonian &A). Then it is easy to see that 
o,,,(A(A))=Ou {Ai; i= 1,2, . ..} u {Ii; i= 1, 2, . ..} 
and 
a(A(A))= {Ai+lj; i,j=O, 1,2, . ..}. 
In this case we have infinite isolated point spectra with infinite multiplicity. 
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